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ABSTRACT
Implementation of four m--4%ods for accessing symbol
tables is presented. Particu^ar attention is given to
the problem of locat variables resulting from scopes of
declarations in ALGOL and PL like languages. Evaluations
of the methods are made considering critical resources .
;r	 Some useful variations and hints toward selecting proper
algorithms are discussed.
y.
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INTRODUCTION
During the translation of many programming languages
it is necessary to connect eaL" •
 occurrence of an ideri after
with its declaration. This is accomplished by means of
a symbol table which holds relevant information about all
active identifiers encountered in the source text. Informa-
tion required for translation, and held in the symbol table,
may include the name, type, location, diagnostic information,
scope nesting, etc. An entry is made into the symbol table
when a new identifier is declared. When an identifier is
used the symbol table is interrogated for the information
on which to base translation decisions. If the same identifier
has been declared in nested scopes, the declaration in the
innermost scope controls its use. As a result the symbol
table search mechanism must insure that the first occurrence
found will be the innermost. All entries local to a scope
(e.g., local variables to a procedure) become irrelevant
upon exit from that scope and are removed from the symbol
table. This serves the dual function of freeing space in
the symbol table and "uncovering" any previous use of those
symbols in outer scopes.
Symbol table access consumes a major portion of the
processor time during translation. For example, a study
of an efficient translator for the PL-like language XPL
revealed that one-fourth of its translation time was spent
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interrogating the symbol table when a linear search method
was employed. Changing to a hashed table lookup algorithm,
a faster access method for this application, saved nearly
all of that time.
There are four methods for symbol table access presented
here for evaliation and comparison (linear, hash, sorted,
and tree). None are new and all have their merits depending
on the application for which they are being used. Imple-
mentation and testing of the four methods has been made as
similar as possible to aid the reader in comparison.
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IDENTIFIER DECLARATION AND SYMBOL TABLE MECHANISM
Certain programming languages, such as ALGOL-60 and
PL/1, have nested scopes of application for their identifiers.
A scope is delimited by matching bracketing symbols (such
as begin-end). The appearance of a declaration for an
identifier within the brackets makes the identifier local
to that scope (i.e., not available outside the brackets).
When a single identifier is declared in more than one level
of nested scopes, the innermost declaration takes precedence
(see Figure 1)
1	 ;' A PL/1 PROGRAM FRAGMENT
2	 BEGIN;
3 DECLARE (A, B) . FIXED;
4 A = 1;
5 BEGIN;
6 DECLARE (C. A) FIXED;
7 As B, C - 1;
8 BEGIN;
9 A = 1;
10 END;
11 BEGIN;
12 DECLARE A FIXED;
13 _	 A- -- - I;
14 END;
15 A=1;
16 END;
17 A = 1;
18 END;
Figure 1,
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The symbol table for a nested language holds a record
of identifiers and the information associated with them.
Upon encountering the declaration of an identifier (explicit
or implicit), a translator must first check that there has
been no previous declaration of it in the present scope
and then enter it into the table. Upon encountering the
use of an identifier, the translator must find the symbol
table entry for the corresponding declaration to make available
the associated information. The scope bracketing symbols
must also cause the translator to react appropriately.
The simplest table organization for symbols in a
nested language is a stack. Upon scope entry the stack must
be marked to delimit the new scope; upon encountering a
declaration the new identifier is stacked; upon encountering
the use of an identifier the stack is searched from newest
entry to oldest to find the most recently declared occurrence
of that name; upon scope exit the identifiers local to the
scope must be discarded.
The speed with which the above operations can be
accomplished is often a critical design criterion for the
symbol table mechanism. There are several access methods that
can be superimposed on the stack organized table to improve
performance. The choice between them is based on various
considerations of table size and frequency of access; several
choices are given below. In each case there are four procedures
	 j„
h
corresponding to the four access actions as noted in Table 1.
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procedure name action accomplished
An identifier has just been
declared. Check that no previous
declaration has been given and
then enter the symbol into the
table.
An identifier has just been
used. Find the table location
corresponding to its most recent
declaration.
A beginning bracket for a scope
has been encountered. Prepare
a new local naming scope.
An ending bracket for a scope
has been encountered. Discard
identifiers no longer accessible
and reestablish the next outer
scope.
LE I,
1f'
LLattribute
table
t- 1 TABLE TOP
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LINEAR SYMBOL TABLE ACCESS
ID TABLE SCOPE_„ URKER
LINEAR ACCESS METHOD
SYMBOL TABLE CONFIGURATION
Figure 2
	 z
The diagram in Figure 2 depicts the linear search method
symbol table as it would appear after a translator has pro-
cessed lines 1-6 of the program fragment in Figure 1. ID TABLE
holds the identifiers A, B, C, and A while SCOPE MARKER signifies
that the . first two are in the outer scope and the second two
are local to the inner scope. The variables LL and TABLE TOP
point to the next available cell in their respective tables.
The attributes of the identifiers are held in another table which
is accessed by the same pointer as ID TABLE allowing the
translator to first locate an identifier then use its location
to sample or add to the associated attributes.
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The linear access method is expressed and tested in
the following XPL program. (The language XPL is close
enough to PL/1 so that the reader should easily understand
the meaning of its constructs.) The output of the program
consists of a series of snapshots of the table contents and
pointers after each action triggered by the program in
Figure 1. INDEX records the location found by the pro-
nedure invoked. The signals IN and OUT correspond to
scope entry and exit caused by BEGIN and END; NEW A signifies
the declaration of the identifier A and OLD A the use of
A. The table configuration in Figure 2 is reached after
the seventh event in the test run.
	1 1	 /*	 S YMRnL	 T A R L F	 AI» G n o I THMS. */
	
? I	 /*	 L I N F A R	 S F A R C H	 M F T H n n	 */
3 i
4 I /* nATA STRIICTIIR F nFFINIT InNS S
S 1
	
6 1	 In_TAFLE11 MOLnS THE iDENTIFIFRS•
	
7 1	 TABLE Tnp POINTS TO THE NFWT AVAILABLE CELL IN 10_TABLE11•
	
A I	 T ARL F_L I M I T IS THE NnUND ON T ARL E_T11P v
q I
	
10 1	 SCOPE-MARKER POINTS TO THE FIRST ENTRY IN EACH ScnPFv
	
11 I	 LL 1S THE PRFSENT LFVFL OF PROGRAM NESTIN99
	12 1	 LL-LIMIT IS THE R1111Nn ON LL.
t3 1
	
14 I	 INnEX IS THE SYMRnI. TARLF LOCATION FOUND BY THE ACCESS PRnCFP()RES,
1'1 I * 1
t6 1
17 IDECLARE TABLF_LIMIT LITFRALLY 9 100 1 9 TARLE_TnP FIXED,
	
to 1	 in_TABLEITABLE_LiMIT1 CHARACTFRI
19 InFCLARE LL-LIMIT LITERALLY 1 10 0 9 LL FIXF11t ScnPF_MARKFRILL_L1MIT1 FIXF.01
TO InFCLAPE INDEX FIXEns
?1 i
27 I FRRORS PRnCFDURE S (111TPOT ♦ OIITPIIT = ' ERROR • S CALL EX 1 TI END ERR11R S
23 1
24 INFM_IDt
	
25 1	 PRnCEDUREIInFNTIFIFRI:
	26 1	 nECLARF IDFNTIFTFA CHARACTFRI
	
27 I	 nFCL AR F SR F I XFO I
211 1
	
24 I	 1* SEARCH FOR DUPL ICATF OFCI ARATION */
	
10 i
	
SR s SCOPE_MARKFRILL -111
	
31 I
	
INDEX = TARLE_TnP!
	
32 1
	
nn WHILFINDEX > SRI
	
33 1	 INDEX = INDEX - is
	
34 I	 IF IOFNTIFIFR = In_TARLF1INOEXI THFN CALL ERROR;
	
35 I
	
FND1
36 1
	
37 1	 /* CHECK FOR 10-TABLE nVERFLnW */
	
3A I
	
IF TABLE_TnP s TARLE ._LIMiT THEN CALL FRRnRs
39 I
	
40 1	 /* ENTFR NFW IDF.NTIFIFR */
	
41 1
	
INDEX = TAALF_TOP:	 TABLETOP : TABLE,.TOP a It
	
42 I	 ID_TABLFIINDEXI = inFNTIFIER:
	
41 I	 END NEW-10t
	
44 I	 .
45 1oLn_in:
	
46 1	 PRnCEOum IQENTIFIFRI;
	
47 1	 nECLARF IDFNTIFIER CHARACTERi
48 1
	
44 I	 /* SEARCH 10-TABLE FOR THE IDENTIFIER */
	
SO 1
	
INOEX - TARLE TOP;
	
St 1	 Ott WHILE INDFX 5 01
	
52 I
	
INDEX : INDEX - 11
	
Sq I	 IF InENTIFIER s IDTAE►M INDEX ► THEN RETURNS
	
54 1	 FNn1
55
AA
57
5A
SA
6n
6 1
67
63
64
65
Ab
67
hA
69
7Q
71
77
7'4
74
75
76
77
7A
7q
AO
Al
A?
a^
F44
A5
Rh
87
9A
qq
q(1
91
q?
q3
94
q5
qb
97
qR
94
tor,
101
107
03
104
I
1	 /* RFrnRn FAILIIRF TO FINn THE 10FNT ► FIFa */
1	 C ALI FRRnR t
1	 FNn nLO_In:
1
l SrnPF_FNTRY:
1	 PRnr Fm1R Ft
1	 /* MAKF S 11RF PRnnP AM TFXT is NnT Tnn nFFPI Y NFSTF n */i	 IF LL = LL-LIMIT THFN rA1L FRRr)R;
1	 Sf nPF_MARKFR ILL 1 = TARLF_T rIPt	 /* POINT Tn FIRST Lnf At */
I	 LL = LL + It /* INCRFASE LFx IC LFVFL */
1	 FNn Sr.nPF_ENTRYt
1
Sr. nPF,F X I T:
PRnC FnUR F:
LL = LL	 It
TARLF_TOP = SrnPF_MARKFR ILL I:
FNn SCnPF_FXIT;
/* TFST PROGRAM FOR SYMRnL TARLF ALGORITHMS */
InFrLARF ICARD,LINF1 CHARAC.TFR:
IDFrLARF I FIKFn;
n11T P11T z •	 SIM111.A TION nF FVFNTS nIIRIN(: TRANSLATInN •;
n11TPUT = i•=
nl1T P O IT = • FVFNT:	 TARLF STATUS: •:
mJTP11T = ••;
LL = 0; TABLF_TnP = O%
nn WHTLF LL y= '0:
f	 /* PRINT STATUS OF TAALFS AND PnINTERS */
1	 mITPI1T = •	 T ARLF_TnP= • I 1 TART F_TOP 1 1 •
1	 LTNF = •	 1%TA8LFII=
	 •t
i	 nn I = 0 Tn TARLE_TnP-1t
I	 LTNF	 LTNF it In_TARLF (I) 11 • 't
1	 ENn:
I	 nUTPO T = LINFt
1	 LINE_	 SC.nPF_MARKFR(1 =•;
I	 nn I - 0 Tn LL-It
I	 LINF	 I.INF II SCnPE_MARKFR II1
I	 FNn t
I	 OUTPUT = LINF:
1
1	 /* SIMIILATF ACTIONS nF A TRANSLATnR */i	 CARn, nUTP11T = iNPI)Ti
t	 IF SII8STP(CARn•6, ?1 = • IN • THFN CALL ;CnPF_FNTRYt
I	 Ft SF IF StIASTR1r,ARn,0,31 = 0 00T •
 THFN CALL SCnPF FXTT:
I	 El SF IF S1J8STRICARng0 , 31 = • NFW • THFN TALL NEN_inISURSTRICARn , 5,1 11 :
i	 ELSF IF SIIaSTRICARn,0,3 ► _ • nln •
 THEN CALL nLn_TnIS1J9STR ► CARn,5,111:
I FNn:
I FO F FnF
r
L"..=•IILLII•	 TNnFX=•IIINnFx:
TAR t F_TnP=O LL-0 I Nn'F X=O
ID_TARLF( )=
SC0PE_MARKFR(1=
IN
/
TABLF_TnP=n	 LL=1 IN!)F X=O
Tn_TABLF(1=
SCnPE_MARKER()-O
NFW A
TARL E_TOP=1
	 LL=1 TNnFX=O
ID_TARLF(1=	 A
SCnPF_MARKFR(I =0
NFW R
TABLE_40P=?	 LL=1 INDEX- 1
In_TABLE()=	 A S
SCnpF_MARKER()=O
0Ln A
TABLE-TOP=2	 LL- 1 INDFX=O
If)_TARLF( )=
	
A R
SCnPE_MARKFR(1=0
IN
TARLF_TnP=7	 LL=? INDEX=O
In_TABLE()=	 A R
SCnPE_MARKERO=O ?
NEW C
TARLF_TOP=3	 LL=? INDEX=?
In_TAALF( 1=	 A R C
SCOPF_MARKER(1=0 ?
NEW A
TABLE-TOP=4	 LL=7 INDEX=3
In_TARLEO=	 A R C	 A'
SCnPE_MARKERO=O ?
OLD A
TARLE_TOP=4	 LL=? TNDFX=3
Tn_TARLE()=	 A R C A
SCnPE_MARKER(9 =O ?
OLD B
TABLETOP=4	 LL=? INDEX=1
IU_TAPLF,O=	 A R C A
sc,nPE,_MARKFR (1=0 ?
OLD C
TARLF_TOP=4	 LL=?" INDEX=?
ID_, TARLE( )=	 A B C A
SCOPE_MARKER()=0 2
IN
TARLE_TOP=4	 L(.=3 INDEX=2
ICz_TAW,F( )=	 A B C A
SCnPF	 AARKEa01=0 2 4
nLD A
TAB LE_TnP =4	 LL=3 INDEX=3
D_TARLFO=	 A R C A
SCOPE_MARKFR()=0 2 4
'^iiJ 1
TABLF_TnP44	 Lt.=? INDEX=3
In_TABLF() =	A R C A
SCnPE_MARKER(1=0 2
IN
y	 I	 .
r,
^t
TARI F	 TnP =n 	 LL=A INnFX.O
in_TAi1LF11=
,;rnPF_MARKFRI ► =
IN
TARI F	 TnP =n 	 L t a I IN"FX=n
in_TAPLF( In
SGnPF_MARKFRII =n
NFW A
T ARI E_TnP=1	 l l= 1 1 NnF X=0
(n_TARLFI )=	 A
nPE_MAkMFR11 =n
NFM P
A9IE_'nPT7	 l l =1 INnFX=1
T n_TARt F ( ) =	 A	 R
4,fnPF_MARKFR1I =n
nLn A
TARLF_TnP=?
	 11-1 INnFX *t.)
In	 TARLFII=	 A	 n
Sfn p F_MARKFR 1 I =n
IN
TARLF_Tf1P-7	 LL=7 INnFX=n
in_TAALFII=
	
A	 R
CCnPF_MARKFRfI sr) 	 7
NFM C
T4RLF_TflP=3	 tl=7 1NnFX=7
In_TARLFII=
	
A	 R C,
Sf nPF_ M ARKER f 1 =0	 2
NFM A
TARI.F_TnP=4	 tl s 7 1NnFX=3
Tn_TARt FI )=	 A	 R f	 A
,,rnPF_ M ARKFRO=0	 7
nLf) n
rAPLE_TOP=4	 1.1=7 1NnFX=3
1n_TARLFI!=
	
A	 R C	 A
SfnPF_MARKFRII=0	 ?
0 L n R
TAF3t F_1 - 0,P=4	 L t = 7 INnFX =1
ift	 TARI Ff I-
	
A	 R r	 A
S(• nPF_MARKFP I ) =n	 7 I
OLn r
TARI.F	 TOP =4	 LL = 7 INnFX=7
Tn	 TARLFf 1=	 A	 8 C	 A
Srf,)PF_MARKER ( )=O
	
7
rN
TARI E_TOP=4	 Ll =1 TNnFY=2
1ri	 TAP' F( 1-	 A	 R C	 A
SCnPF	 A ARKFR(I =n
	? 4
nLn A
TARLE_TnP=4	 i L=3 INnFX=-4
, n TAM F(1=
	
A A C A
Sr.nPF	 MARKFRI I =n	 7
-
4
n ,.; T
TABLF_Tna_4	 L1 =? INnFX=3
in_TARLF(I-
	 A	 R (;	 A
, (rnPE_MARKFR(1 =n 	?
IN
.. loft
d
iQ
TARL F_TnP=4 L L=l INnFX='3
In_TARLFt )=
	
A R C A
',COPF_MAPKFR(1 =0 ? 4
NFW A
TARIF_TOP=5	 LL=4 INnFX=4
1n_TABLF()=
	
A R C A A
ecnPF_MARKFR(1 =0 7 4
OLD A
TARLF_TOP zS 	 LL=3 INnFX=4
in_TABLFI)=
	
A R C A A
SCO PF_MARKFR(1=0 7 4
OUT
TARLE_TnP=4
	 LL-?. INnFX=4
In_TARLF(1=
	
A R C A
SCOPF_MARKFRO=0 7
OLD A
TARLE_TOP=4	 LL=? INDEX=3
ID_TARLE( )=	 A R C	 A
SCnPF_MARKFR(1=O ?_
OUT
TARLF_TOP=7
	 LL=I INDEX=R
ID_TABLE()=
	
A R
SCOPF_ MARKFR()=0
otn A
TABLETOP=?	 LL=1 TNnEX=O
In_TARLE()=
	
A R
SCnPF_MARKFR(1=0
OUT
TABLETOP=O	 L(.=0 INDEX=O
In_TABLF()_
SCOPF_MARKER(1=
OUT
a,	 r^
	
^-
A.
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SORTED SYMBOL TABLE ACCESS
POINTER	 ID-TABLE
TABLE TOP
LL
2
0
SCOPE MARKER
SORTED TABLE ACCESS METHOD
SYMBOL TABLE CONFIGURATION
Figure 3.
If a table is ordered and we can locate the middle item,
half of the table can be discarded with a single comparison.
The remaining half can be treated similarly, etc., until
only one item remains. Since the requirement of nested lan-
guage scope predetermines the table order, a second ordering
is imposed aria a table of pointers.
Figure 3 depicts the sorted table method after
processing lines 1-6 of Figure 1. The order:
ID TABLE (POINTER(1) ) = A
ID TABLE (POINTER (2) ) = A
ID TABLE ( POINTER (3) ) = B
ID TABLE ( POINTER (4) ) = C
is in increasing collating sequence allowing the subdivision
to be accomplished. Multiple entries are handled by always
taking the higher one (e.g., ID`TABLE(POINTER(2)) for A in
this instance) .
..,.	
`	 ter..	 Lm
1
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Exercise Verify that the simulation output corresponds
to the correct symbol table actions.
Exercise Hand simulate the look-up implied by action 8
(OLD A) of the simulation.
e.
r-.
	1 I	 /*	 S Y M R n L	 T A B L F	 A L G O R I T H M S	 */
	
2 1
	
/*	 S O R T F n	 T A R L F	 A r C F S S	 M F T H o n	 */
3 I
4 1 /* DATA STRUCTURF OFFTNITIONS:
5 I
	
6 1
	
In_TARLF01 HO1nS THE IDENTIFIERS,
	7 1	 TARLF_TOP POINTS TO THE NEXT AVAILABLE CELL IN In-TABLE(),
	
R 1	 TABL F_t I M I T 19 THE R nUNO ON TART. F_Tnp,
9 I
	10 I
	
SCnPF_MARKFR POINTS TO THE G IRST ENTRY IN EACH SCnPF,
	
11 I
	
Lt, IS THE PRESENT LEVEL OF nRnGRAM NESTTNG•
	
12 I	 LL._LIMI't IS THE ROLINn ON LL,
13 1
	
14 1	 INPFX IS THE SYMBOL TABLE LOCATION FOUND RY THE ACCESS PROCEDURFS9
15 1 */
16 1
17 InECLARF TARLF-LIMIT LITFRALLY 1 100 9 9 TARLF_TnP FIKFO,
18 1	 Tn_TAR(F(TABLE_LIMIT) CHARACTER%
1.9 I(yr CLARE LL_LIMIT LITERALLY 0 10 1 , LL FIXEn,
20 I fIFf'LARE INDEX FIXEn;
21 1
22 1 /* PnINTFRS FOR INDIRECT SnRT */
23 1nECLARF PnINTFR(TABLF_LIMIT) FIXED:
24 1
SCnPF_MARKFR'!L_LIMITI FIXED:
25 iFRROR: PRnCEnIJRF; OUTPUT POUTPUT = 'ERROR'; CALL EXIT; ENO ERROR:
26 I
27 1NFW_ID:
?R I	 PRnCFDURF(IDFNTIFIFP):
29 I	 nFCLARF. IDFNTIFIER rHARArTFR;
30 I
	
DECLARE (R, M, T) FIXEn;
31 I
32	 I /* SEARCH FOR DUPLICATE nFCLARATION */
33	 1 B = -1;	 M t T = TARLF_TnP;
34	 I DO W.H I 1. E	 B+1	 <	 T
39	 ► M	 = SHR(R+T,	 1);
36	 I IF	 InENTIFIFR <	 ID_TABLF(P(IINTER(M))	 THEN T =	 M;
37	 ) ELSE R = M:
38	 1 END;
39	 I IF B= M THEN
40	 i IF	 InENTIFIFR =	 I0_TABLE(P0INTFR(M)1 	 THEN
41	 i IF PnINTFR(M) >= SCnPF_MARKER(LL-1) THEN CALL ERROR;
42	 I
43	 I /* CHFCK F13R	 ID_TABLE OVERFLOW */
44	 I IF TARLF_TOP = TARLF_LTMIT THEN C.At L ERRnR;
45	 I
46	 1 /* ENTER NEW IDENTIFIER */
47	 i INDEX = TABLE-TOP;	 TABLETOP = TABLE-TOP + 1:
49
	 I ID_TABLE(TNDFX) = IDENTIFIER:
49	 ►
50	 1 /* KEEP THE POINTER TABLE IN ORDER */
51	 I T = INDEX:
52	 I DO WHTLF P+1	 < T:
53	 I POTNTER(T)	 =	 POINTFR(T-1);
94	 1 T = T -	 11
'i 5 I	 FNn;
56 I	 PnINTFR(T) = TNOFX:
57 1	 F,Nn NFW,_TDI	 "a
58 t
5q 1 f)L n_ I is
60 1	 PRnCFnt)PF( IDFNTTFTrRI:
61 i	 PFC( ARF TnrNTIFI FP CHAPArTFR:
67 i	 nECI_ARF (R, M, T) FIXFf)j
6'1
64
	
/* SFARCH ll_TABI F FOR THE IDFNTTF'IFR */
65 (
	
IF T Ar3L F _Tn p 	0 THEN TALL FR RnR ;
66
	
R = -I% M, T	 TART F_TnP ;
67 I	 nn WHILF R+l e T;
68 (	 M = SHR(B+T, 1);
6q
	
IF TDFNTTFIFR < In_TARLF(POINTFR(M)) THEN T = M;
70 I	 FLSF R z. M:
71 (	 FNn;
77 i
73 I	 /* RFCnRn FATLIIRF TO FIND THE InFNTIFIFR
74 1
	
IF 8 e 0 THEN rAl,l, PRRnR;
75 1	 INnFX = POINTFR(F):
76 i	 I ►° TOFNTIFIFR -• v In_TARI F(INDFX) THFN CALL FRRnR;
77 i	 FNn OLn_Tn;
78 1
79 I SrnPF_FNTRY:
80 i	 PRnCFnimF;
81 I	 /* MAKF SIIRF PRnrRAM TFXT IS NOT TOO OFFPLY NFSTFO */
R?
	
IF IL = Lt _L I M TT THEN CALL ERROR;
R3 I	 SCnPF_MARKFR(lt) = TARLF_TOP; 	 /* POINT Tn FIRST LOCAL */
84 I	 LL. = LL + 1; /* INCRFASE LEYIr. LFVFL */
R5 I	 FND SCnPF_,FNTRY;
R6 1
87 I SCnPF_FXIT:
R8	 PRnC Fnt1R F;
R9 1	 nFrLARF (SR C R, T) FIXFaO;'
90 I
,l	 LL = LL -° 1;
9? I	 /* nTSCARn PnTNTFRS INTO LIMRn */
93 I	 T, R = 0; S9 = SCOPF_MARKER(LL);
q4 i	 nn WHILF T e TARI.F_TnP:
95 I	 IF PnTNTFR(T) < SR THFN
96 I	 6n; /* SAVE Gnnn nNFS */
97 I	 PnTNTFR(R) = PnINTF_R(T);
9A	 R = R + 1;
9q I	 FR! n
100 I	 T = ,r + 1:
101 I	 ENO;
102. i
	
TARLF_TI')P ° SR:
103 I	 FNn SCr)PF_I:XITI
104 I
105 I /* TFST PROGRAM P'(IR SYMRnt. TA g LE ALGORITHMS */
106 I DFCLARF (r.,ARnrt. TNErL INF1 ) (,HARACTFR ,
107 InFCLARF I FIXFn,
108 Int)TPUT = '	 SIMULATTnN OF F.VFNTS r)URING TRANSLATION
109 InUTPUT = rr
110 I OUTPUT = t FVFNT:	 TABLF STATl1S: t :
111 I nUTPl1T v t t ;
112 ILL = 0; TARLF_TnP = b;
113 Inn WHILF LL >= 0;
114•
115	 /* PRINT STATW.; nF TARLFS ANn POTNTFRS */
116 I	 nUTPUT TA3LF_TOP=vIITAALF_TnP(i'
	 Ll a 'IILL11'	 INnFX=IIIiNnFx:
117 I	 LINE	 _	 ' 10-TABLE()=
118 I	 LINE1 '	 PnINTFR()_
11 q 1	 on I	 = 0 TO TABLF_TOP-1;
1?0 I	 LINF =	 LINE	 11	 ID_TAKLE(I)
121 I	 LINFI =	 LINFI	 11	 PnINTFR(I)
122 1	 ENn;
121 i	 OUTPUT = LINE;
124 1	 nuTPUT = LINFI:
125 1	 LTNF=	 ' SCOPF_MARKFR01=' ;
126 I	 On	 I	 = 0 TO LL-1:
121 1	 L I NF =	 L I NF	 It	 SCnPF_M ARK FR. (I)	 1 1	 '';
128 I	 ENn;
124 I	 OUTPUT = LINE;
130 I
131 I	 /* SIMULATE ACTIONS (IF A TRANSLATOR */
132 I	 CARD, OUTPUT =	 INPUT;
113 1	 IF	 SURSTR(CARD,092) _ 'IN' THEN CALL srn PE_FNTRY;
134 I	 ELSE	 IF S118STR(CARD0.3)	 _	 'nUT'	 THFN CALL SCI)PE_EXIT;
135 1	 ELSF	 IF SlJBSTR(CARn,0,3)
	 _	 'NFW'	 THEN CALL NEW_ID(SUBSTR(CARD,5,1));
136 1	 FLSF	 IF SURSTR(CARD9093)	 _	 ' nLn'	 THEN CALL 0Ln_In(SU8STR(CARn,9,i));
137 IFND;
138 1EnF EnF
TAALF_Tnp
-O LL- 6 INnEX-0
Tn_TABLF()-
POINTFRO=
SrnPF_MARKFR(i=
IN
TARLE_TOP=O	 LL-1 INnEX-0
In_TARLF( )=
PnINTFR()=
Sr,nPF_MARKFR()=O
NFW	 A
TARLF_TnP=1
	 LL=1 INnEX=O
Tn_TARLF(1=
	
A
POTNTFR(1=	 0
SCnPF_MARKFR()=O
NFW	 R
TARtE_TOP=?	 LL=1 INDEX=1
In_TARLF(1=
	
A R
POINTER()=	 0 1
Sr(1PF._MARKFR ( )=O
nLr)
	 A
TARLE_TOP=2	 LL=1 INDEX=O
In_T ARLF(1=	 A A
PnINTFR(1=
	 0 1
SrnPF_MARKFR(1=0
IN
TABLF_TOP=2
	 LL=2 INnF)C-O
Tn_TARLE(1=
	
A R
PnTNTER( ► =	 0 1
SCOPF._k•th RK FR (1=0 2
i	 NFW	 r
TABLE TPP=l	 1 t ="I. f	 —	 M4. ^'[ s //.^ Inr^ ,v_^I N	 nom(
Tn_TABLF(1=
	
A R C
;OTNTFRO=
	
n 1	 2
SCOPF_MARKER()=n 7
NFW	 A
TARL E_Tnp=4	 LL=2 TNnEX=3
T n_TARI_F( )=
	
A R r A
PnINTFR(1=
	
n 3	 1	 2
SCnPF._MARKFR (1=0 ?.
nLn	 A
TARLE_TOP=4	 LL=? INnEX=3
Tn_TABLFO=	 A R C A
PnINTFR(1=	 0 3	 1	 2
Sr.nPF_MARKFRO=0 7
nLn	 R
TARL E_TnP=4	 1, 1.=2 INnFX=1
Tn_TARLF()=
	
A R C A
PnI LATER (1=	 0 3	 1	 2
SMPE_MARKFR(1=0 ?
OLn	 C
TARLE_TnP=4	 LL= ? INDEX=7
In_TA R Lf.O=
	
A R C
	
A
POINTFR()=	 0 3	 1	 2
SrnPF_MARKE R ()=0 7
IN
TARLF_TOP=4	 LL='A INnEX=2
--	 it
+^	 r
n
/	
y
In_TARLF(I=	 A R C A
PnI NTFR t )=	 n I 1	 2
SrOPF-MARKFR(I x n ? 4
nLn
	
P,
TARt F_TOP=4	 LL='A I NnF X=3
In_TARt F( )=	 A A r,	 A
POINTPR()=	 0 3 1	 7
ScnPF_MARKFR O sn 2 4
n ITT
TARLE_1'tlP=4	 LL= 2 INDEX=3
TD_'fARLF()=	 A R C	 A
POINTFR(1=	 0 3 1	 2
SrnPF— MARK FR () =O 7
IN
TARLF_TnP=4	 LL =3 INnFY=3
In_TADLF(1=
	
A R C A
PnINTFR(1=	 0 n 1	 2
SCOPF_MARKFR W ? 4
NEW	 A
T ARL F_TOP = 9i 	 L L=1 I NnF X=4
In_TARLE()=	 A R C A A
PnINTFRO=	 0 3 4	 1	 2
SCOPE_M ARKFR ( ► :=n 7 4
nLn	 A
TARI. F_TnP=S	 L L=3 I NOE X=4
In_TARLE()=	 A R C A A
POINTFR(1=
	 0 3 4	 1	 ?
SCOPE_MARKFR(1 = 0 2 4
nUT
TARLE_TOP=4 	 LL=? INnEX=4
In_TABLE()=	 A R r A
PnINTFR(I=
	 0 3 1	 2
ScnPF_MARKFR(1=0 2
nLn	 A
TABLF_TOP=4
	 LL=? INDEX=3
In_TARLF(1=
	
A S C A
PDINTER()=	 0 3 1	 2
SCOPF_MARKER(1=0 ?
OUT
TARLF_TOP=2
	
LL=1 INDEX=3
In_TARLF.O=	 A R
PM NTERO=	 0 1
SCnPE_MARKFR(1=0
nLD	 A
TABLE—TOP=? 	 L L=1 INDEX=0
In_TAHLE(1=	 A R
PnINTER()=	 0 1
SCnPE_MARKER()=0
nUT
TARLF-T(1P=0
	 LL=O INnFX =O
In_TARLF()=
PnINTFR(1=
Sf nPE_MARKFR (1 =
OUT
^`^.;i^.^. ,!•.
	 :y et ' :sr `=,
nn
	 g.
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TREE SYMBOL TABLE ACCRS5
R	 s	 iw:^.^w—+
I
A
C
9Go-
L
A
ROOT	 THEFT RIGHT
	 ID TABLE
^.^ TABLE TOP
LL
2
U
SCOPEKAMER
BINARY TREE ACCESS METHOD
SYMBOL TABLE CONFIGURATION
Figure 4
An access tree is a structure that has nodes corresponding
to each identifier in the table. Starting from some root position,
an identifier is compared with the identifier at the root and
either the left o.- right branch taken (unless marked with -1,
signifying the node is a leaf of the tree). The tree corresponding
to the table configuration above (which itself corresponds to
the processing of lines 1-6 of Figure 1 as usual) is more readily
understood from the diagram in Figure 5.
ROOT	 A
B
A C
Figure 5
A is at the root. Since nothing will sort "<" than A, everything
else hangs off the right branch of the tree. The next node, B,
allows the second A to sort left and the C to sort right where
the tree terminates in leaves. Because the tree is grown from
oldest entry out to recent entries at the leaves, the last entry
-20-
found is the correct one.
Exercise Hand simulate the access algorithm for action
8 (OLD A) of the simulation. output.
7j^
	 --
A	 400.
„1 "
dilailAs
	
1 1	 /*	 S Y M R n t	 T A A d F	 A L r n R I T H M S	 *t
	
7 1
	 /*	 R I N A R Y	 T R F F	 A c r F S S
	
M F T H n n	 *I
3 !
4 I /* nATA STRUrT(JRF nFFINITTnNS:
5 I
	
h I
	 I,)_TARLF() HnlnS THE inFNTIFIFRS,
	7 I	 TARL F_TnP POINTS TO THE NEXT AVAILARLF CFLL I N In_TARLF01•
	
R I	 TARLF_t.IMIT IS THE Rni)Nn nN TARLF-TOP.
q I
	10 1
	
SCOPF_MARKFR POINTS TO THE FIRST FNTRY IN FACH SCOPFV
	
11 I	 Lt IS THE PRFSFNT t.FVFt, OF PROGRAM NESTING,
	
12 I	 LL_L IMI T IS THE Rni)Nfi FIN LL,
13 I
	
14 (
	
IwnFx IS THE SYMRnt. T ARLF t.nCATION FO()Nn BY THE ACCFSS PRnCFnt)RFS.
16 I
17 InFCLARF rARLF_LIMIT t TTFRALLY 1 100 1 , TARLF_TnP FIXFn,
	
18 1	 In_TARt F(TARLF_LIMIT) rHARACTFR;
'	 1q InFCLARF LL_LIMIT LITFRALLY 1 10 1 , LL FIXFn, SrnPF_MARKFR(LL_LIMIT) FIxFn;
70 I nECLARF INnFX FIXFn;
21	 1
4	 ?? I /* nATA STRUCTURF'S FOR TRFF ACCFSS */
?3 InFCLARF (LFFT, RIrHT)(TA8LE_(.IMIT) FIXFn, RnnT FIxFn;
24 1
25 I FRROR: PROCFni)RF; ni1TP0T,Ot)TPt)T - ! FRROR I ; CALL FXI T: END FRRnR;
26 1
27 INFW_In:
!	 ?,R i	 PR0CFnt)RF(InFN TIFIFR);
	
?c) 1	 OECLARF IOFNTIFIFR CHARACTER;
	i0 I
	 nFCLARF (I,K) FIXFn;
^i 1
	37 i	 /* SEARCH FOR DOPI.TCATF DFCLARATION *1
	 3 1	 K = RnnT;
	 INnEX = -1;
i	 34 i	 no WHILE K	 -1;
	
15 I	 IF InFNTIFIFR = In_TARI.F(K) THFN INnFX = K;
	
IN I	 I = K:
w
	
17 1	 IF 1nFNTIFIFR < ID_TARLF(K) THEN K = LFFT(K); tLSF K = RICHT(K);
	
48 1	 FNn;
	
'AA  I	 IF TNnFX >= SCnPF-mARKFR(4 L-1 )' THFN (
- ALL FRRnR;
40 1
	41 i	 /* CHFCK FOR In_TARLE nvFRFLnw */
	
47 (
	 IF TAELE_TOP = TARLE_LIMIT THEN CALL FRRnR;
41 1
	
44 1	 /* FNTRR NFW InFNTIFIFR */
	
45 1	 INDEX = TARLF_TnP;	 TARLF_TnP = TARLF_TOP + 1;
	
46 I	 In_TARLF(1NDFX) = IDENTIFIFR;
	
47 I
	 IF RnOT r -1 THFN ROOT = INnFX;
	
4R i
	 FLSE IF IDFNTIFIFR < ID_TARLF(I) THFN LFFT(I) = INnEX;
	
4U I
	 FLSF RIGHT(I) = TNnEX;
	
50 1
	 LEFT( INDEX), RICHT(TNnFX) _ -1;
	
51 1	 FNn NEW-In!
^	 52 I
5'1 1 nt n_In:
	
54 1
	 PROCFDI)RF(InFNT TFIFR) t
t
cici
C;h
ci 7
5 A
Kq
^, n
h7
h-A
64
6;
6 
67
FR
AQ
7n
71
7?
7'A
74•
7ti
76
77
7 8
7,q
Q()
A l
R3
94
R9
Rh
87
RR
RQ
41
Q?
114
Q.4
99
QA
97
0 
QQ
Inn
1t`1
in7
103
104
loci
lnh
107
108
100
110
111
1.12
113
1 2 4
115
I	 r1Frl ARF In r NTIFIFR CHtPArTFR:
1	 nFF1 APF K r I xFn;
i
(	 /* S1°APrH 1-_TARI F FnP TIiF InFNT1FIFR */
I	 K = RnnT;	 I • InFX = -1:
nn VtHILr K
	 ! •
I	 TF InF hl TIFIFP ' = In _, TARtF(K) THFM INnFx = K:
i	 IF TnF NTI G IFO ! In -TA Rtr(K) TH FN K = LFP T(K); FLS F K = '^Tr;HT(K):
I	 FKin;
I
I	 /* RFrnRn FA II IJRF TO rTNn THE TnFNTTF IPP
I	 TF INnFx = -1 THEN CAI.t FRRnR;
I	 FNn nLn_In:
I
I SrnnF_FNTRY:
I	 PRr)r. Fn11R F:
I	 /* MAKF SURF PROGRAM T F XT IS NOT TOO nFFPI.Y NFSTFn */
I	 IF LL = L t _LI M IT THFN CALL FRRnR:
I	 C('nPr-_MARKFR (t L) = TARt F_Tt1P; 	 /* POTNT Tn F IRST L nCAL */
1	 Li. = LL + 1:
	
/* INCRFASF tFXIC LFVFL
I	 FNn SrnPF_FNTPY;
ISCnPF_FXIT:
i	 PPnCFMIRF;
1	 nFrL. ARF I FT XFn;
I	 LL = t.L - 1:
i	 TARI F_ TnP = S r,n p F m ARKFR (Lt.) :
i	 /* nISCA P O LFAVFS^CORRFSPONOING Tn LnCAL InFNTIFIFRS */
i	 IF PnnT >- TARLF_TnP THFN RnnT = - 1:
'I Ft SF
i	 nn I = 0 Tn TARLF_TnP - 11
i	 TF L FFT(T) >= TARLF_„ TOP THFN LFFT(I) = -1 :
i	 TF P IGHT (I) >= TARLF_Tn p
 THFN R TrHT(I) = -1 ;
I	 FNn:
I	 FNn SrnPF_PYIT;
I
I /* TFST PROGRAM Fr1P SYMRnL TARLF ALrGP?THMS */
InFCLAPF (CARnILTNFIt.TNFt,LINF7) CHARAC.TFR;
InFrt ARF I FIXFn:
I n1IT p IIT = I	 S IMIJLAT TnN OF FVFNTS OUR I NG TRANSLATION 1:
I nl)TPIIT = I I :
i nIIT PIJT	 =	 I FVFNT. TARLF	 STATIIS: I :
I nu T PUT	 =	 I 1 ;
ILL = 0:	 TARLF_TnP = n ;
I PrinT
Inn WHILF LL `>=
	 n;
I
1	 /*	 P RINT STATUS OF TARLES ANn PnINTFPS */
I	 OUTPUT = I TAML'E_TlP=1) ITARLF_TnPI I'
1	 LTNF	 =	 ' Tn_"TABtFO=
I	 LINF1	 =	 I LEFT( )=	 I ;
I	 LINF7	 =	 ° RIGHTO=	 I:
I	 nn	 I	 =	 () Tn TARLF_Trp -1:
1	 LTNF	 = L.INF	 11 In_TARLF(I)	 11
1	 1. I NF I= L T NF l 11	 I. FFT (I)	 11
(	 LINF7 =	 LTNF% I1	 RIrHT(I)
I	 ENO;
I	 nt1TPI;T	 = 1. 1NF;
i	 rilITPUT	 = I RnnT =I II 	RnnT;
I	 OIITPIJT	 = L INFL;
I	 OUTPUT = t INF7:
t1,= IIIL L III 	 TNnFX=Il13 NnFX:
.t
116	 IINF : '	 SCnPF_MARKFR()zt;
117	 nn I : 0 TO U-1;
18 LINF	 LINF it SCOPF_MARKFR(I) 11
11q	 FNn:
1?0	 n l )TPl1T = t„ INF;
1?1
177	 /* STMULATF ACTIONS OF A TRANSLATOR */
123	 CARn, NUTPl1T : INPUT;
1?4	 IF SORSTP(CARn,O,?) = 'IN' THFN CALL. SCnPF_FNTRY;
125	 ELSE IF S()RSTR(CARn,Q,3) = l tlUT' THFN CALL SCnPE_FXIT;
1?6	 Fl SF IF SUBSTR (CARn r0 0 ) = 'NEW' THFN CALL NFW_I nt Sl1RSTR (CARn, 5,1) 1 ;
127	 ELSE IF SUBSTMCARn,0,3) = 'OLD' THEN CALL t)Lr)_In(Sl1RSTR(CARC),5,1));
128 ENn;
129 FoF FnF
F VFNT: TABLF STATUS:
TARN F_Tn p =O LL-0 I NDE X=0
I0_TABLE(t=
RnOT=-1
tFFTO=
RIGHT()=
SC,OPF_MARKER (t=
TN
TABLF-TOP=0 LL=1 INDFX=O
In-TABLF()=
ROOT=-1
LEFT O =
RIGHTI )=
SCOPE_MARKFRI) =0
NFW	 A
TARLE_TOP=1 LL=1 INDEX=O
Tn-TARLF(t = A
RnnT=O
LFFTI)= -1
RIGHTI)= -1
SCnPF_MARKFRII =0
NEW	 B
TABLE-TQP=2 LL=1 INnEX=1
In-TABLEO= A R
ROOT=O
LFFTt!= -1 -1
RIGHT( )-- 1 -1
SCOPE_MARKER01 =0
OLD	 A
TABLE-TOP=? LL=1 TNDEX=O
In-T.ABLEO= A R
R(-jtJ T =O
LFFT()= -1 -1
RIGHT()-- 1 -1
SCnPE_MARKERt) =0
IW
TABLE_'TnP=2 LL=? INDEX=O
In-TABLE()= A R
RnnT=O
LEFT(!= -1 -1
Ri IHT( )-- 1
SCOPF-MARKER " =0	 2
NEW	 C
TABLF_TOP-3 ! x.=	 2 INDEX=2
ID-TABLE( )= A B C
RnnT=O
l-EFT{ D= -1 -1 -1
RIGHTO= 1.	 2 -1
SCnPF_MARKFR() =0 2
NFW	 A
TABLETOP-4 LL=2 INDEX=3
ID-TABLFI)= A R C A
RnOT=O
t.FFT(1= -1 3 -1 -1
RIGHT()= 1	 ? -1 -1
SCOPE_MARKEM =0 2
OLD	 A
I
y
TABLETOP*4 Lt=? INDEX=3
Ib_TABLE()= A R r A
RnnT=O
LEFT()=
-1 1 -1 -1
RIGHTS )= 1 2 -1 -1
SCOPE_MARKFR(1 =n 2
OLD	 S
TARLE_TOP=4 LL=? INDEX=1
In_TABLEt )= A B C A
RnnT=0
t.FFT()= -i 3 -1 -1
R IGHT( ) y 1 2 -1 -1
SCOPE_MARKERII =0 2
nu)
	 C
TARLF._TOP=4 LL=? INnEX=2
In_TABLEO= A B C A
RnOT=O
LFFT(1= -1 3 -1 -1
RIGHTt )= 1 2 -1 -1
SCOPE_MARKER() =0 2
IN
TARLE_TOP=4 LL=3 INnEX=?
In_TARLFO= A B C A
RnOT=O
LEFT()=
RIGHT()= 1 2 -1 -1
SCOPF_MARKFRO =n 2 4
OLn	 A,
TARt E_TnP=4 LL=3 INDEX=3
In_TARLE()= A R C A
RnOT=O
LFFT(1= -t 3 -1 -1
RTr,HT()= 1 2 -1 -1
SCOPE_MARKER() =0 2 4
OUT
TARLF_TOP =4 LL_=2 INnFX=3
In_TABLE(1= A R C A
ROOT=O
t FFT(1= -1
RIGHT()= 1 2 -1 -1
SrnPETMARKER() =0 2
IN
TABLETOP=4 LL=3 INDFX=3
ln_TABLE(1= A R C A
RnnT=O
LEFT(1=
-1 3 -1 -1
R IGHTO= 1 2 -1 -1
SC0PE_MARKER () =0 2 4
NEW	 A
TABLETOP=5 LL=3 INDEX=4
In_TASLE(1= A R C A A
RnnT=O
LFFT()=
R IGHTt 1= 1 2 -1 4 -1
SCOPF_MARKER(1 =0 2 4
OLD	 A
TABLF_TOP=5 LL=3 INDEX=4
in-TABLFII- A R C A A
RnnT=O
LEFT(1= -1 3 -1 -1 -1
RIr,HT()= 1 2 -1 4 -1
3
SrnPF_MARKFR l 1=0 2 4
TA R LE_TOP =4 LL=2 INnFX -4
I0_TARLF(1=	 A R C A
RnnT=O
LFFT(1= •1.1 3 -1 -1
RIGHT(1= 1 2	 -1 -1
SrnPF_MARKFR() =n 2
TARL F-TQP=4 t, L=? INnFX=3
In_TARLF(1= A R r A
RnnT=0
t FFTI )_
-1
RTAHTO= 1 2
SCOPF__MARKER(1 =0 ?
TARLF_TOP=2 LL.=1
	
INnFX=3
IO_TARLF(1=	 A R
RnnT=O
LFFT()=
	 -1 -1
PIGHT(1=
	
1 -1
SrnPF_MARKFRo =0
TARLF_TOP=? LL=1 INnFX=O
In_TARLFO=	 A R
RnnT=O
LFFT(1=
	 -1. -1
RIr,HT()=
	
1 -1
SrOPE_MARKFRlI=O
TABLF_TnP=O LL=O INnFX=O
I0_TARLF()=
RnnT=-1
LFFTl1=
RIGHT( )=
SCOPF._MARKFRI)=
n lJT
nLn A
n(IT
nl.n	 A
OUT
nOT
4.
•	 Air f
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A VARIATION ON TREE SCOPE EXIT
Scope exit and removal of identifiers from the tree
symbol table method depicted in Figure 4 and the program
requires a linear search of the left and right pointers
to delete the entries greater than the SCOPE MARKER. This
is a linear process. A faster variation is shown in Figure 6.
A table of pointers corresponding to each entry in the ID TABLE
is maintained. Each entry in this table points to the entry
in the LEFT/RIGHT table for the corresponding identifier in
the ID TABLE. Scope exit removal of identifiers from the
symbol table would be accomplished by deleting all entries
in the LEFT/RIGHT table pointed to by entries in the POINTER
table above the SCOPE MARKER being returned too This method
would be an N' log2N process and the additional memory required
for the backward, pointers would be the cost.
L2 A
-1 -1 -- -^ R2 C
3 2--5--4
 Rl B
ROOT A
ROOT	 LEFT RIGHT POINT TBL ID TBL
4-j^TABLE—TOP
LL
0
SCOPE MARKER
BINARY TREE ACCESS METHOD
WITH BACKWARD POINTERS
FIGURE 6
a
ROOT
»28»
HASH SYMBOL TABLE ACCESS
C
1	 _ _.._ _. `. +	 B
OINTER	 ID TABLE
HASH ACCESS METHOD
SYMBOL TABLE CONFIGURATION
4 TABLE—TOP
I.J.
0
SCOPE MASTER
Figure 7.
A hash or scramble is an .integer valued function on the
identifier itself. A good hash will give an even distribution
of integer values over the set of identifiers actually pre-
sented to the translator, effectively separating them into a
large number of small classes. The access method only examines
members of the hash class which reduces search time by roughly
a factor equal to the range of scrambed values (in this case, 16).
The diagram in Figure 7 depicts the table as it would
appear after the translator had processed lines 1-6 of Figure 1
(refer to the previous example).
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Two arrays, ROOT and POINTER, appear in addition to
the identifier table and scope marker. Each entry in ROOT
points to the first identifier in its hash class (or is -1
if the class is empty). Each entry in POINTER points to
the next member of the hash class (or is -1 if there are
no more). To access an identifier, we scramble it, look
into ROOT then follow the pointers until we find the
identifier or come to the end of the chain. The pointers
are arranged to point from new to old so that the first
match found is correct.
Exercise Verify that the simulation output corresponds
to the correct symbol table actions.
Exercise Hand simulate the algorithm for action 8
(OLD A) in the simulation,
^^-r ,. .?.^	
`. -:q ; ,R.r^;^*avk;ylii^j,• irks . -,.,,L'^,^ 'M ` ^ <;,ty ^ui^^^ fij^n
1 1	 /*	 S Y M R n L	 T A 9 L F	 A L 0 n R	 I	 T H M S	 */
? i	 /*	 H A S H	 S E A R C H	 M F T H O D	 *!
4 I	 /*	 DATA STRUCTURF nFFINITIONS:
5 1
6 1	 In_TARLF(1	 HOLDS THE	 IDFNTIFIFRS,
7 1	 TABLF_TnP POINTS TO THE NFXT AVAILABLE CELL IN ID_TABLF( 1 ,
R I	 TARt F_L T M IT	 IS TH E Rnt)Nn ON TARt F_TOP •
q	 i
10 1	 SCnPF_MARKER	 POINTS TO THE FIRST	 .ENTRY IN FACH SCnPF,
11 I	 Lt	 IS THE PRESENT LFV FL OF PROGRAM NFSTING,
17	 I LL_LIMTT	 IS THE	 RnI)Nn ON LL,
1^	 I
14 I	 INDEX	 IS THE SYMROt. TABLE LOCATION FOUND BY THE ACCESS PRO FntIRFS.
15 I */
1 6 1
17 InFCLARF TARLF_LIMIT LITFRALLY 9 100 1 , TARLF_TOP FIXFn,
I A I	 ID_TARL.F(TA4LF_LIMIT) rHARACTFR;
1Q InFCLARF t.L_LIMIT LITERALLY 0 10 1 , LL FIXFD, SCOPF_MARKFR(LL_LIMIT) FIXED;
70 IDFCLARE INnFX FIXED;
21 1
2? I /* DATA STRUCTURFS RFAUTRFn FOR HASH Ar CFSS METHOD */
21 InFCLARF HASH_S17F LITFRALLY 1 15 1 , ROOT(HASH_S17E1 FIXFn,
24 1
	
PnINTFR(TARLF_LIMIT) FIXED;
?5 1
26 I Sr R AMRLF:
?7 I	 RRnCEDIIRE(IDFNTIFTFR) FIXFn;
?R 1	 DECLARE IDENTIFIER CHARACTER;
7q i	 /* FIND A NUMRFR RFTWFFN n AND 15 */
30 (	 RFTORN (LENGTH(InFNTIFTFR)+RYTF(inFNTIFTFR)16HASH_S17F:
31 I
	
END SCRAMRLF;
3? I
3'A IFRRnR. PROCEDURE; OUTPt.IT,nt)TP(JT = 'FRROR I : CALL FXIT; FNn ERROR;
34 1
'35 INFW_ID:
X46 1	 PRnC FDURF ( T DENT IF I FR i
17 1	 nECLARF InFNTIFIFR CHARACTER;
38 1	 nFCI. ARF (S9, K) FI XEID:
39 1
40 i	 /* SFARCH FOR nilPLTCATF DECLARATION */
41 I	 K = SCRAMRL E(TDFNTIFIFR ) : INDEX = RnOT(K) ;
42 1	 SR = SCOPE_MARKFR(LL-11;
41 1	 nn WHILE TNDFX >= SB;
44 I	 IF InFNTTFIFR = TD_TARLF(INDEX) THEN CALL ERROR;
45 I	 INDEX = PnINTFR(INnFX);
46 I	 FNn;
47 i
4R 1
	
/* CHECK FOR Tn_TABLE OVERFLOW */
4Q 1	 IF TARLE_TnP = TARLF._LIMTT THEN CALL ERROR:
50 1
51 I	 /* FNTFR NFW IDENTIFIER */
5? I	 INDEX = TARLF_TnP:	 TABLF_TOP = TARLE_TnP + 1;
53 I	 ID_TABLE(INDEX)	 IDENTIFIER;
C,4 I
	
PnINTFR(TNDFX) = ROOT(K); RnnT(K) = INDEX:
	55 I	 FNn NFW„in;
96 1
57 I nLn_Tn:
	
5R 1	 PROCEDl1RF (It1FNT IF I FR) ;
	
59 1	 nFCLARF TnFNTIFI FR C,HARACTFR :
60 1
	
61 I	 /* SEARCH I%TARLF FOR THE InFNTIFIFR */
	
62 I
	
INnFX = RnnT(SCRAMRLF(IDFNTIFIFR));
	
61 i	 nn WHILF INnFx -.= -1;
	
64 I	 IF IDFNTIFIFP = In_TARLF(INnFX) THEN RFTURN;
	
65 I
	
INnFX = PnTNTFR(INDFXI:
	
66 i	 END;
67 I
	6R I	 /* RECORD FAILl1RF TA rlN n THE InFNTIFIFR */
	
6Q I	 CALL FRRAR;
	
70 1	 FNC nLn-in;
71 I
72 1 SCnPF-ENTRY:
	
71 I
	
PRnC FnuR F
	74 I	 /* MAKF SURF PROGRAM TFXT IS NOT TOO nEFPtY NESTED */
	
75 1	 IF LL = LL-LIMIT THEN CALt, FRROR:
	
76 I	 SCnPF_MARKFR(LL) = TARt.F_TnP; 	 /* POINT TO FIRST LOCAL. */
	
77 I
	 LL = LL + 1; /* INCRFASF LFXIC LEVEL */
	
78 I
	 FNn SCnPF_FNTRY:
7Q I
RO I SCOPE_FXIT:
	
RI {	 PRKFnl.1RF;
	82 1	 DFCLARF K FIXFO;
	
83 1	 nFCLARF K FIXFn:
	
R4 I
	
I NDF X = TABL F_TnP;
	
R5 {	 I.I. = LL - It
	86 1	 TARLF_TnP = SCnPF_MARKFR(LL);
87 1
	
RR I	 /* nF-LINK TDFNTIFTFRS RFING nISCARnEn */
	
Rq
 !	 nO WHILF INnFX 1 TABLF_TOP;
	
►V 1
	 1'rq*DEX	 1"-iYFX	 1
	
q l I	 K = SCRAMRL.F,(ID_TARLE(INnFX) ► ;
	
97 (
	
ROOT(K) = PnINTFP(RnnT(Kl):
	
'a3 I	 FNn;
	
a`4 I	 END SCnPE_FxIT;
q6 I /* TFST PROGRAM FOR SYMBnL TARLE ALGORITHMS */
q7 IDFrLARF (CARD, LINE• LINF1) CHARACTER;
qR InFCLARE I FTXFD:
9q InUTPUT = '
	 SIMULATTnN OF EVENTS nORING TRANSLATION
10o I ntlTPIIT = '' ;
lol I AUTPUT = 'EVENT:	 TARLE STATUS:':
a 102 1 noTPUT = e
103 Inn I = 0 TO HASH_ST7F;
	
104 1	 RonT(I) = -1; /* MARK ALL HASH CLASSES EMPTY */
105 I FNn;
106 1
107 I LL = 0; TABLF_TOP = o;10 R Inn WHILE Lt. '>= o:
loq
 I
	
110 1
	 /* PRINT STATUS OF TABLES ANn POINTERS */
	
111 I	 OUTPUT = '	 TARLE-TOP='IITARLF_TAPII' LL = 'IILLII'	 INDEX='IIINnFx;
	
112 I
	
LINT = '	 In_TABLF(I=	 ';
	
113 I
	 LINF1= '	 POINTER()=
	
114 I	 n0 I = n 
TO 
TABLE_TnP-1;
	
115 1	 LINE = LINE 11 ID_TABLF(I)
ig RUN_^
	
_...
f;
—EXIT;
1D(SURSTR(CARn,5,1)1;
fn (SUB STRI CARD, gel)l;
116	 L IMF 1 = LINF1 II PnlNTFR(I) (1 a e:
117
	
FNn;
118	 nuTPuT = LINF;
11q
	
nuTPUT * LINF1;
121)	 LINE = e	 CCnPF_MARKFR(1=e;
Ill	 nn I = 0 Tn LL-1:
122
	
LINE
 = LINF 11 S'r'nPF_MARK.FR (I l 11 e e
1?3	 FNn;
124
	
OUTPUT = L TNF:
125
	
LINE= '	 RnnT(1=
	
e;
1?b	 nn I = 0 Tn NASH_Sl? ;a	 127	 LINE = LINF () RnnT(I) It a e:
128	 FNn;
129	 nuTPtJT = L INF;
130
131
	
/* S I MVILATE ACT IONS nF A TRANSLATnR */
F VFNr
IN
NEW A
NEW R
nLn A
IN
NEW C
NEW A
nLn A
OLD R
TABLF STATUS:
TABLETOP=0 LL=n INnFX=O
In_TABL,F(1=
POINTFR(13
SCnPE_MARKFR()=
RnnT(1=
TABLF_TnP=C LL=1 INDEX=0
in-TABLF(1-
PnINTFR(1-
SCnPE_MARKFR(1=0
RnnT()=
	
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
TARL F_TnP=1 LL=1 INnFX=0
In_TARLF()-
	
A
PnrNTFR(1-	 -1
SCOPE_MARKFR()*0
Rnmrm-,
	-1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
TARLF_TOP=2 LL-1 INT)FX=1
In-TARLF(1=
	
A R
PnINTFR(1=
	 -1 -1
SrnPF_MARKFR(1=O
RnnT (1=	
-1 -1 0 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
TABLF_TOP=? LL-1 INnFX=O
in_TABLF(1=
	
A R
POINTFR()=
	 -1 -1
$CnPF_MARKFR(1=0
RnOT(1=
	
-1 -1 0 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
TARLE_TOP=2 LL=2 INDEX=O
In_TARLF()=
	
A R
PnINTPR(1=
	 -1 -1
SCnPF_MARKER(1=0 2
RnnT(1=
	
-1 -1 0 1 -1 -1 -1 }1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
TABLE- ;0P=3 LL=? INDEX=2
In_TABLE()=
	
A R C
POINTFR(1=	 -1 -1 -1
SCnPF-MARKFR()=0 ?
ROOT(1=
	 -1 -1 0 1 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 ..-1 -1 -1 -1 . 1 -1
TARLF_TOP=4 L1.=? INnFX=3
In_TABt E( )=	 A R C A
POINTER(l r	 -1 -1 -1 0
SCnPE_MARKER(1=0 2
RnnT(1=
	 -1 -1 3 1 2 -1 -1 --1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
TABLE-TOP=4 LL=? INDEX=3
Tn_TARLF()=
	
A B C A
POIMTFR(1=	 -1 -1 -1 0
SCOPE_MARKER(1=0 ?
RnnTO=
TARLE_TOP=4 LL=? INDEX=1
n_TARLF(1=	 A 9 C A
1r
Pnik'TFP(1=
	 -1 -1	 -1	 0
SrnPF_MARKfPO=n P
RnnT (1= 	 -1 -1	 3	 1	 2 -1 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
nLn r
TART F	 TnP=4	 l t =2 T^enFY=a
T n_TARL F ()=
	
A R C A
PnIA I TFQi)=	 - 1 - 1 	- 1 	 n
,;rn p t	 MARK FR ( ) =n 2
RnnTO=	 -1 -1	 3	 1	 2 -1 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
TN
TARLF_TnP=4
	 Lt ,A INnFX=2
in_TARLF()=
	
A R r	 A
PnTNT r R(1-	 -1 -1	 -1	 n
Srn p E MAPvr p
 O =(1 2 4
Pn(IT(1-	 -1 -t	 1	 2 -1 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
n L') A
TAR( F_TnP=4
	 1.1,=3 INnFY =A
Tn _TARLF()=	 A n	 r,	 A
PrITNTFR( )=
	 -1 -1	 -1	 0
Sr.nPF	 MARKFP() wn 2 4
Rn r1T()=
	
-1 -1	 2 -1 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
ni)T
TARLF_TnP=4
	 t t = 2 TNr)FX=4
rn	 TARLF()=
	
A P C
	 A
PnTNTFR()=
	 -1 -1	 -1	 n
srnPE_MARKFR()=O 2
pnnT(1=	 -1 -1	 3	 1	 2 -1 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
TN
TARLF_TnP=4	 Lt=*A TNnFY=4
1n_TARt.F(1=	 A R r	 A
PnINTFP(1=	 -1 -1	 -1	 n
CCnPE_MARKFR()=0 ? 4
RnnT(1=	 - 1 - 1 	 3	 1	 2 - 1 - 1 - 1 	- 1 	- 1 	- 1 	- 1	- 1 	- 1 	- 1 	- 1
NFW A
TA°LF
	
TnP=S
	 !. 1 =3 TNnFY=4
In_TARLF{1=	 A R	 r.	 A	 A
PnTNTFa(1=	
-1 -1	 -1	 n
Srn p P_ M ARKFR()=n 2 4
RnnT(1=	 -1 -1	 4	 1	 2 -1 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
nLn A
TARt-F_Tnp=5	 LL=3 TNnFX=4
Tn_TARLF()=
	 4 R C
	
A	 A
PnTNTF"()=	 - 1 - 1 	- 1 	 n 3
c,rnPF_MARKFR(1= n 2 4
Pn11T (i l?	 -1 -1	 4	 1	 2 -1 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
nilT
TARLF_Tnp =4 	 1 1 =2 TNnFX=4
T n_TARLF(1 = 	A A r	 A
PnTNTFR(1=
	 - 1 - 1 	- 1 	 n
scnPF_MARKFP(1= n 2
RnnT(I=	 -1 -1	 3	 1	 9 -1 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
nLn A
TARLE_TnR=4	 L L=2 TNnFY =3
Tn_TARLF()=
	
4 R c A
p nIKITrR(1=
	 -1 -1	 -1	 f
Srn p F y MAPK(=P () =r' )
RnnT (' _	 -1 -1	 3	 1	 2
ni1T
TAR( F_ TnQ=2	 Lt.=1 TNnEY=2
In_TAR( F( 1=
	 A R
onINTFR(1=	 -1
-1
^y
	
Y
Srr)PF-MARKER(1=n
RnnT()=
	 -1 -1	 0	 1 -1	 -1	 -1 -1
	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
nLn	 A
TnRt F_TPP=?	 LL-1 TNOFX=Q
In_TARLF(1=	 A R
POINTFR(1=
	 -1 -1
SCnPF-MARKFR(1=0
Rnnl, ()=
	 -1 -1	 9	 1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -.1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
OUT
TARLE_TnP=Q	 LL=n INnEx=n
In_TARLF(1=
PnTNTFR()=
SrnPF-MARKFR()=
RnnT(1=	 -i -1 -1
	 -1	 -I	 -1 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1	 -1
n I)T
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DEVELOPING AND SELECTING A HASH ALGORITHM
Numerous algorithms can be developed for scrambling
the bits of an identifier to produce an index for entering
a symbol table lookup,. Some standard methods employed in
these algorithms include:
1. Concatenation of N select bits of the identifier where
N is the size of,the required index.
2. Splitting the identifier into sections and using the
sum of the sections as the index.
3. Multiplication of a portion of the identifier, usually
a machine word, by a constant value and selecting the
middle bits of the product as the index.
Combinations of the above methods may also be used since
the obj;.,^.- is to employ the most efficient hashing algorithm
for the intended application.
Execution speed of the algorithm and the distribution of
the indices across the range of the table are the considerations
for selecting an algorithm for calculating the hash index.
In order to choose the most efficient hashing algorithm, the
trade-off between the time taken to produce the hash and
flatness of the distribution of indices over the hash table
must be found for each candidate algorithm and evaluated in
respect to the specific application.
Concerning the speed of an algorithm, when dealing
coo
r^
^. t
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with filing systems of large size, where the hash tables
tend to be large and not always resident in primary store
it may be necessary to carefully develop an efficient hash
in order to minimize the need to fetch tables. In trans-
lators the complete hash and symbol table reside in primary
store and the time spent in developing the hash is a factor
in the overall efficiency of the hash algorithm. The
accuracy of the hash produced is not critical as long as
it is sufficiently distributive. In this case the faster
the hash algorithm the faster will be the symbol table
access. However, the spend of the hash algorithm tends
to become unimportant as the average number of symbols
to be interrogated during each symbol table access increases.
If more than one symbol is to be looked at the time taken
in development of the hash will be masked out by the tiTne
spent in the comparison of each symbol. In the examples
of the hash algorithms given in the next section the
average number of symbols looked at was slightly less than two
and the overall access speed was only slightly effected
by the faster algorithms.
Concerning the randomness of the distribution of an
algorithm the ideal case is the algorithm which, given a
table of length L with positions E IE2 .o..EL , produces hash
keys to cover the entire range of L without any predictable
grouping
l k
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Consider implementation on an IBM 360 of a hash table
of 256 positions which would require; an index of 8 bits
length. The ;identifier is presented as the key and the
hashing algorithm consists of the least significant four
bits of the first letter plus the length shifted left
four bits all masked to 8 bits. The indices produced
by this-algorithm will cover a range of only 144 numbers
out of the possible 256; 112 of the Table Locations would
never be used. The reason is that the least significant
four bits of the hexadicinal code for letters maps into
only 9 of the entire range of 16 possible numbers. The
least significant four bits of the key would always be 0-9
instead of 0-F. Even if two characters were added together
the range would be 18 and overflow at 16 would cause the
index 1 and 2 to occur more frequently. The index could
be further massaged by some constant arithmetic function
to produce a covering of the entire range but a grouping
would still be predictable and the increase in execution
time due to the arithmetics would cause a decrease in the
overall efficiency of the algorithm. Use of the length
of the identifier has its drawbacks as well since there
4
would obviously not be an even distribution of identifier
lengths across the range of 16 unless the programmers
style provided it. Therefore in selecting a hashing
I
.r, 4
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algorithm care must be taken to insure that the data selected
as the hash key is potentially distributive over the entire
range of the hash Table and is sufficiently random itself.
"40.
COMPARING HASH ALGORITHMS
A test of six hash algorithms was performed on
I a	
an IBM 360/40 using as input the actual identifiers taken
Lrom a student translator interpreter program. The in-
tent was to determine the overall efficiency of each
algorithm, speed, against distribution, using data
representative of a normal programming problem. There
were 772 identifiers used including some duplicates as
a result of scopes of declarations. The beginning
letter of the identifiers used tended to group around
the more common letters. The lengths were well distributed
with 113 single letter identifiers, an average of about
50 for each length identifier up to 12, and a sharp .Fall
off above that number. The test program simulated the
normal symbol table operations of a compiler using the
same.hash access method previously described. The pro-
gram also simulated the exact scope entries and exits
of the program the test data was lifted from. A look-
up of all identifiers present in the symbol table was
performed at each scope exit and a total of 18099 symbol
table accesses were made for the set of identifiers.
The algorithms are shown imbedded in the actual
procedures used in the test program. In each procedure
the parameter ID contains the identifier to be hashed
and the procedure returns an index value of the range
0 to 255.
x
I
IALGORITHM_1:
I	 PRnCFnURF (in) FIX F n;
1	 nFCLARF TD CHARACTER:
IF LFNGTH(ID) = 1 THFN
i	 in = In I1
	 1.(	 RFTURN ((AYTF(TD)F."OF")+ (RYTF(Ino) F, "OF"I+SHL(LFNGTH(ID),4)If"FF";
I	 FND ALGORITHM-1
1
I /* ALGORITHM_l
	 PRn DUCFS AN INnFX FROM THE SUM OF THE LOW ORDER
I	 FOUR HITS OF THF FIRST TWO CHARACTFRS CONCATFNATFD WITH THF LENGTH
I	 OF THF TnFNTIFIFR AS THF HIGH nRnER Fn1)R BITS OF THE INDFX.
I
i
Al. rOR ITHM_?:
I	 PRnCFnI)RE tin) FIXFn;
I	 DFCLARF In CHARArTFR, L FIXFn;
i	 L = LENGTH(Inl.
I	 RETURN((AYTF(In) F. ' 1 3F"1 + (BYTF(I0,L-1)S"3F") + SHL(L,4)l S "r-F";
I	 END ALGnRITHM_2
i
i /* ALGnRTTHM_?	 PRODIJCFS AN INDFX FROM THF Sl1M OF THF LOW ORDFR
I	 SIX BITS OF THF FIRST AND LAST CHARACTERS AND THF (ENGTH nF THF
I	 TnFNTIFIFR SHIFTFn LFFT FOUR PLACES.
I
I
I
I Al rnR ITHM_3:
I	 PRnCEDl1RF ( TO) FTxFn:
i	 nFCL.ARF Tn CHARACTER;
i	 RETURN (RYTF(In) * LFNGTH(Tn)) S "FF";
I	 END ALGnR1THM_3
/* ALGORITHM- 1	 PRnmlCFS AN INDEX FROM THF PRODUCT OF THE LENGTH
I	 OF THF TDFNTIFIFR TTMFS THE FIRST'CHARACTFR OF THF. IDENTIFIER.
P */
I
I
IALGORITHM_4:
1	 PRnCFDURF (In) FIXFn:
I	 DFCLARF In CHARACTER, 1 FIXFn;
i	 L = 1_FNGTH(In):
I	 RFTIIRN (BYTE(In) + RYTE(ln,L- 1) + SHL(L94)) f 1IFF11;
I	 END ALr.nR TTHM_4
I
i /* ALGORTTHM_4	 PPOnIJCFS AN INDEX FRnM THF SI1M nF THF FIGHT RTTS
I	 nF THF FIRST ANn LAST CHARACTER ANn THF LFNGTH OF THF 1nFNTTFTFR
SHIFTFn I.FFT FOUR PLACES.
I */
I
»r, :. nsa+„w......::.. 	
..'A1 •;; . ... ^	 ^. ,.',7
	 J^1y,^n s
	 ^	
^^' ' N 4C' , fii
3	 t
.. ^^	 ^.
R #^
a	 rU.
1
2
3
4
5
h
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1 6
17
1A
1q
20
?1
2.2
?3
74
75
?6
?7
2R
?q
In
31
37
33
34
35
'16
37
'3 A
39
40
41
42
43
44
4 F)
46
47
48
4n
90
51
tit
53
54
f5 	 i
56 1
57 1 At GOP ITHM_9:
riA I
	 PRnCFntIRF tin) FIXFn;
5q q	 nFCt ARF In rHARACTFR, t FIXFn;
60 1
	
L = LFNGTH(In):
61 I	 RFTIIRN (RYTF(I n ) + SHt(RYT F (InjL-1),1) + SHL(Lv4)) F, ''FF.0+;
67 i
	
FNn ALOnRITHM—ci
63 I
64 I /* ALGnRI T HM_S	 PRnnl)CFS AN INnFX FROM THE St)M nF THE FIRST
65 I	 rHARACTFR ANn THE L A ST CHAPArTFR SHIFTFD LEFT THRFF PLACES AND
66 t	 THE L FWTH OF THE InFNTIFI FR SHIFTFn LEFT FOUR Pt ACFS.
67 I * /
6A I
6q
 1
70 1
71 I ALrORITHM_6.
77 i	 PRnCFnURF ( 101 FIXFn;
71 q	 nFCL ARF ID CHARArTER :
74 1
	
RFTIIRN ( SHR ((RYTF(In)*"5B5f'in5i; +a 1,701 + SHL(LENGTH(ID),4))& 'OFF„;
75 q	 FNn ALGORITHM_6;
76 i
77 1 /* ALGnRITHM_6	 PRnnUCFS AN INDEX BY MULTIPLYING THE FIRST CHARACTFR
78 i	 OF THE IDENTI F IFR BY A rnn1STANT ANn EXTRAC T ING THE MOST RANnoM BITS
7q i	 OF THE PRnnIICT TO SUM WITH THE LFNGTH OF THE IDENTIFIER IN THE
A0 t	 HIGH nRDFR FQl1P BITS,
Al	 I */
Az	 1
94	 1
84	 1
A5	 1
4
The results of the symbol table test on each algorithm
is shown in Table 2,,
BUCKETS	 SYMBOLS	 SECONDS
ALGORITHM	 USED	 INTERROGATED	 CONSUMED
1 183 27,969 29.32
2 202 27,428 26.58
3 151 36,044 28.01
2Q3 27,1428 24.20
5 198 26,823 26.15
6 182 28,564 25.42
TABLE 2 SYMBOL TABLE TEST RESULTS
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For each algorithm the number of buckets used, time
consumed in seconds, and the total number of symbols
interrogated is given.
The test exposed some side effects in several of
the algorithms. In ALGORITHM 1 all of the single letter
identifiers clustered into 9 buckets due to the padding
of a space as the second character. The results of
ALGORITHM 2 when compared with similar ALGORITHM 4
revealed that the masking of the two characters to a
smaller bit field was a needless operation which had
no affect on distribution.
Two additional tests were performed on the same
algorithms using different sets of 832 staticly generated
identifiers. In both sets the identifier lengths were
evenly distributed from 1 to 16 and combination of the
characters used in the hash and the length were unique
for every identifier. Each identifier was scrambled
only one time. The results given in Table 3 shows the
number of unique indices and the time used in 60ths of
a second. Even t1ough all of the buckets were used by
ALGORITHM 6 the distribution was not even for any of
the algorithms,
i
..+err► 	 ^	 .	 ^- ^
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ALGOKITHMYt	 BUCKETS	 TIME	 BUCKETS	 TIME
1 140 48 138 48
2 204 43 219 43
3 190 37 190 40
4 204 41 219 43
5 237 45 247 47
6 256 45 256 53
TABLE 3 STATIC DATA HASH TEST
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The results of all of the tests are fairly in-
conclusive but do reveal how the overall efficiency
of hash algorithms may very. It 4.s not possible to
pick one as being the best or most efficient without
a knowledge of the intended application. We only
wish to point out that care should be taken in
selecting a hash method and that pric,r testing of a
variety of methods is warranted,
c	 1.
a
se
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EVALUATION OF ACCESS METHODS
The choice between the four methods presented
(or others) depends upon which is most economical, a
criterion easier to state than measure. In a practical
situation one simply tries likely algorithms and measures
gross performance against an actual computational load.
We can also analyze the algorithms to give a reasonable
predictive analysis to eliminate those not even near
the optimum. The critical resource is memory and the
twobottlenecks are memory access and memory residence.
The most meaningful parameters are t, the average number
of symbols in the table, t', the average number of symbols
in the most local scope, t", the 'largest number of
identifiers the algorithm must be prepared to tabulate at
one time, H, the range of the scramble function, and fl,
f2 , f3 , f4 , the predicted relative frequency of the
actions scope entr,, scope exit, declaration of an identifier,
and use of an identifie-r.
We want to predict the ' load on the mechanisms of
memory residence and memory access due to the symbol
table activity. We need not consider the load on the
other devices of the computer (e.g., CPU) since they are
largely idle and we can choose not to tabulate loads
common to all methods (such as calling the access pro-
cedures). We will assume that the appearance of an
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identifier is equivalent to a memory access and that
certain loops in the algorithms are terminated on the
average after 1/2 their maximum run. On that basis
the following table defines Ube memory access load
for each primitive symbol table action. (1nt stands
for the logarithm of t to the base 2).
I
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Memory Accesses
ACCESS	 SCOPE
	 SCOPE
METHOD	 ENTRY
	 EXIT
	
DECLARATION
	 USE
Linear 7 5 7t'+14 3t+2
Hash 7 19t'+7 (8/H) t'+32 (3.5/H) t+1
Sort 7 13t +9 4t+111nt+20 111nt	 +1
Tree 7 10t +8 161nt+31 151nt	 +4
Table 4
Counting the actions in one of the small test
programs for the symbol table algorithm and extrapolating
for a somewhat larger program, we predict the actual
access actions in the numbers:
Symbol Table Actions
Program	 f 1	 f 	 f 3	 f[1•
^ 1Ge Entry Exit D ec laration use
Small	 5
Medium	 10
5
10
20
100
100
700
Table 5
Then for each action we need to evaluate the formulas
of Table 4 with weights given in Table 5.
The resulting formula
M = f1Ml + f2M2 + f 3 M 3 + f4M4
simplifies to the formulae given in Table 61
^^	 ^ • ^,, _v	 ,.use	 ,^...._ ^ ^	 ^	 ....^_ s . _ _ _ ._._:^	 -
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Mlinear ` 335t
	
+ 540
Mhash = 25m6t
	 + 1710
Msort = 145t + 13201nt + 1680
Mtree - 50t + 18201nt + 1095
Small program
Memory access as a function of table contents
Table 6
In calculating the equations in Table 5 we have
assumed t' - t/4 and H - 256. It might be more realistic
to assign t' a constant value (such as 10) since it is
not valid to assume that the number of variables de-
c .Lareu locally in a. program will ila.c -ease wi.th	 tale s't.c,c
of the program. 7'-n effect of assigning a constant term
would be to ret-anwe the linear term from the Linear
and Hash equations. Their graph lines represented in
Figure 8 ,aould-then slope slightly downward,
Art^ '
. A »Tra p	 3	 ..
e	
^.	 T
y,	 3"'
24
20
32
28
12
16
4
8
LINEAR
ORT
REE
^^SH
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The only way to get a feeling for which algorithm makes
the least demand on the memory access circuitry is to
graph the functions (Figure 8) as a function of t over a
reasonable range (t - 1, 100)0
0 20 40 60 80 100
Figure 8. Memory Accesses vs.	 Active Table Contents
.
f "I
hl
`
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Observing Figure 8, we conclude that except for very
small table sizes the hash scheme places the least load
I 1	
on the memory access mechanism. It does not make sense
to extrapolate the curves further since they are based
on frequency counts from small programs but the analysis
can be repeated with new figures for the larger load
as suggested in Table 5. The disappointing performance
of the sorted table is due to the term 1451 in the
equation which is due to the necessity to re-sort
upon scope exit and each new addition to the table.
The larger weights reduce the importance of both actions
so we should expect some improvement there. The tree
algorithm should gain even more radically. We conclude
that algorithm performance is sufficiently dependent
upon environment that it is meaningless to ask which
is "best" overall but performance can be estimated once
the environment is specified.
Exercise Repeat the analysis of Table 8 and Figure 3
with the "medium" figures from Table 5.
Exercise Verify in detail the formulae in Table 4 by
counting the potential memory references in each symbol
table algorithm.
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Another view of what has just been described is shown
in Table 7. Here the order of the number of memory accesses
caused by each symbol table operation is given for the four
methods,,
SCOPE	 SCOPE	 ,
ENTRY
	
EXIT DECLARATION USE
a
LINEAR
HASH
SORT
TREE
0 0 t" t
0 t
IT
0 t t" In t
0 t "lnt lnt lnt
TABLE 7. MEMORY ACCESSES
W ') .,
Memory access is not the whole picture; memory residence
is also expensive. If it were not we would simply J n.crea s e
the size of the scramble function so as reduce cost of
hash access arbitrarily far. Ignoring the difference in
actual program size, the extra memory required over
the symbol table itself is given in Tables 8 and 9.
Linear	 0	 Linear	 0
Bash
	 t" + H	 Hash	 356
Sort	 t ►► 	 S cart	 100
ree	 2 t' ►
	'Tree
	
200
Table 8
	
Tab7,e 9
EXTRA 'MEMORY REQUIRED
	 EXTRA MEMORY CELLS OCCUPIED
Assuming modest value of 100 for maximum table size
and 256 for an 8-bit hash. ;
 we see that the speed of the
hash algorithm is paid for in used memory, The combination
of the figures for memory residence and memory access
depends upon the computer organization 1r: a way that
cannot: be predetermined. It depends upon where the
critical resource is and what will happen to idle re-
soijrces (e A g. , can some other pror;ess u-se them via
multiprogramming) .
]Exercise kick, a computer you are familiar wit,'A and
attempt to weight the considerations of'memory access
vs. memory residence to make a cho,^..ce of symbol table
algorithms for a translator that is going to handle
streams of small student gobs.
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Exercise Gather an actual set of numbers f1 .., f4 by
modifying an existing compiler, writing a special
processing program or doing some manual examination
of the input set to some compiler. Also obtain estimates
of t, t', t". How does the ratio f4 /f3 vary with t
and t'? What implication does this have on the choice
of algorithms? State a mathematical analysis which
allows a comparison of the algorithms over the distribution
of values you have determined. Would a policy of using
one algorithm for small programs and another for large
programs pay large dividends?
